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East Lake Cup Women – Stroke Play 
October 24, 2022      
 
CARRIE FORSYTH 
Head Coach - UCLA 
 
 
Q.  Here with head coach Carrie Forsyth of the UCLA Bruins. Today your team 
competed with a 4 seed. Not sure what you were expecting or hoping for, but what are 
some positives you saw from your team today? 
 
CARRIE FORSYTH:  Actually, I saw some really good shots towards the end. We struggled 
on the front nine a lot and we had some players that really came back on the back nine. A 
couple players shot under par on the back nine. We had a couple eagles, that was fun on 
14. You know, there was some good stuff there. Overall, we weren't well prepared and I 
think it showed. 
 
Q.  So today's the end of stroke play, tomorrow you go into match play for more of a 
playoff bracket seed. Does the message to your team change, the strategy at all 
change knowing the format's a little bit different tomorrow? 
 
CARRIE FORSYTH:  Totally. I think for us it's good now, we've seen the course twice and 
that's really important out here. I think we have a better handle on this golf course. But 
ultimately in match play you can get away with a missed shot or a bad drive or something 
like that and still be able to win the hole or win the next hole. The punishment for an errant 
shot here and there isn't as large in match play as it is in stroke play and I think that's what 
was challenging us today. 
 
Q.  You mentioned earlier the front nine was a struggle for your team a little bit today. 
Is there anything in particular on the front nine, maybe one particular hole or just the 
layout being challenging that you saw, or was it maybe just not be as prepared as you 
wanted to be? 
 
CARRIE FORSYTH:  I feel like the front nine's a little more visually narrow so we were just 
having more shots off the fairway that were just posing problems for us. Then the back nine, 
again sort of visually it opens up a little bit and I think our players were able to swing a little 
bit more freely, a little more sense that there's some room out there where I can hit my ball. I 
would put most of that on some course knowledge. We didn't get an extra practice round, we 
just played the college am. None of our girls have played here before, so it wasn't ideal. 
  


